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Dynamical  Evidence for Dark Matter

 The Dark Matter is   “non baryonic”
 an  “exotic”  substance
 
  A  feld  that is  not  contained
  in the Standard Model of Particle Physics [!!]

Galaxies

Clusters  of  Galaxies

The entire  Universe



COMA  Galaxy Cluster

Optical X-ray
[hot gas  confned  by 
 deep gravitational well]

Fritz  Zwicky  1933 
First argument for Dark Matter
Virial  theorem



VIRGO
CLUSTER



Most of the baryonic  mass in a  Galaxy  cluster
Resides in  a hot (temperature T ~ few KeV) intergalactic gas
Hydrostatic  Equilibrium.

ABELL 2029



M31:
ANDROMEDA



 Keplerian  
 circular motion:



 Spiral galaxy NGC 3198
  overlaid with hydrogen
  column density  [21 cm]
  [ApJ 295 (1905) 305

Expected from luminous
Matter in the disk

Extra “invisible”  component



M31   Rotation  curve   (1975)



DARK  
Galactic
HALO



MILKY
WAY sun



Island Universes ?
(Immanuel Kant) 

1920
“Great debate”
Shapley-Curtis
Nature of  the Nebulae



Edwin Hubble 
(1923)

Discovery of the 
Expansion of the 
Universe.

Velocity of 
 Galaxies.



Rescaling of all distances. 

: present

: Universal time

: Scale 
  function



Expansion and Redshift 

Photon emitted 
 At  time t

Wavelength 
 “stretched”
  by the expansion

Defnition of redshift z

Relation between
Redshift z and scale a(t)

 all particles



Dynamics of the expansion:

Friedmann's equation.

[obtained   from
Einstein equations 
Of General Relativity]

Constant   K 
Geometry of Space



Substitute:

Flat space



Curvature term

Geometry  defned  by   





Particle
conservation

Particle
conservation
+ momentum
    redshift

.... the vacuum
 is the vacuum...



Friedmann's  equation 



SuperNovae Ia
are a standard candle.

(universal  light curve)
[dimming  +  broadening]



SN1a  as  
standard  candles



Dark Energy 73%Dark Energy 73%
(Cosmological Constant)(Cosmological Constant)

  NeutrinosNeutrinos
  0.10.1−−2%2%

Dark MatterDark Matter
23%23%

Ordinary Matter 4%Ordinary Matter 4%
(of this only about(of this only about
  10% luminous)10% luminous)



The Universe is FLAT !



Mysteries of the DARK UNIVERSE

DARK MATTER:   
  Holds  together  galaxies
  and  other  large scale  structures
  [A  new  elementary particle ?]

DARK  ENERGY   :  
  Drives apart  galaxies 
  And other large scale  structures
  [The energy of vacuum  itself ?]



Vacuum  Pressure

Need to “pull” the piston



Hendrik Casimir
(1909, 2000)

Electromagnetic feld  vacuum E



The DARK  MATTER is “Non Baryonic”

Nucleosynthesis

Structure  Formation



BigBang 
Nucleo-synthesis
 constraints 
 
on  ordinary 
(“baryonic”) matter



Robert W. Wilson Arno.A. Penzias 

Discovery of the  2.7  Kelvin 
Cosmic  Microwave Background Radiation
By Penzias and  Wilson  (1965), [Nobel 1978]







The “Rosetta stone”  
Of the Early Universe







GRAVITATIONAL  INSTABILITY

Smooth Structured 





Distribution of Galaxies in the SKY  (XMASS)



2dF Galaxy Redshift  Survey







NEUTRINOS

Oscillation studies 

Structure  formation 
Too much neutrinos
 erase Large Scale
           structure



Does Dark Matter  
                   Really  Exist ?



Prediction +  Discovery of  Neptune  (23/24 september 1846)

John Couch AdamsUrbain Le Verrier

Uranus  orbital  anomalies

Mercury  orbital  anomalies
Extra 43''/century  perihelion precession

New dynamics
General Relativity 
(1916 Albert Einstein)



MOdifed  Newtonian  Dynamics    [MOND]

“Newtonian”

Fundamental
acceleration

Modifed  Newtonian
(small  acceleration)

Coincidence?





[Cosmology, Structure formation]

Mordehai  Milgrom  (SciAmi  august 2002).  

Theoretical Objections:  “Phenomenology, Not Theory” 



[Cosmology, Structure formation]

Recent Development of a covariant relativistic theory

[More than 450
 references]

Mordehai  Milgrom  (SciAmi  august 2002).  

Theoretical Objections:  “Phenomenology, Not Theory” 



Why is  “DARK MATTER”  the “prevalent  paradigm” 

1. Theoretical  Difculties in constructing 
     a consistent, covariant theory.

2.  Remarkable success of the “Dark Matter”  paradigm
     In  describing the structure formation  in our universe.
     Relation between the
       Large scale   galaxy  distribution.
       Anisotropies in the Cosmic  Background Radiation.

3.  The “BULLET  CLUSTER”  
     (Cluster 1E0657-558:  2 colliding clusters at z=0.296)
      Clear separation between Baryons and Mass.
     [other  similar objects  discovered  (MACS J0025.4-1222)]
  



Bullet  CLUSTER    (2 colliding clusters)



A.Tyson, Physics Today, 1992:6, pg.24



MASS DISTRIBUTION  
(from gravitational lensing)



X-RAY  Emission
(gas of ordinary matter)

DARK  MATTER exists !
[and is NOT one of the 
known constituents of the 
Standard Model]



It exists  (no  modifed gravity for the  bullet cluster!)

Good estimate of the  cosmological average  (22%)

Most of it is non baryonic

Most of it is “cold” 

It  cannot be  explained by the Standard  Model 
                                                  in Particle Physics !!

DARK  MATTER:   we  know   a lot :
...but we 
  do NOT know
  much more...



What is the Dark Matter ?



Artists 
 And
Dark Matter

Cold Dark  Matter
(Tate Gallery. London)

Cornelia
Parker





Silvia
Vernetto
“Dark Matter”



What is the Dark Matter ?

Possible  theoretical ideas

   Thermal Relic

   Axion

   Super-massive particles

Discuss only this idea 
[perhaps the best motivated]
[Ofers the best  chances of discovery] 



Early  Universe
 was HOT

[Adiabatic
 Compression
  Of a fuid]

“COSMIC  SOUP”

THERMAL 
EQUILIBRIUM



Thermal  equilibrium 
Distribution 

Boson
fermion



High Temperature



Annihilation  cross section
Determines the
“relic  abundance”



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



 Particle anti-particle  annihilation 
 and the  “Relic Density”

[Pedagogical discussion]
 “box” of constant volume.
  Equal distributions for particle and anti-particle 

Velocity averaged  cross section
[in many cases                                       ]

Evolution of the 
Particle density

Probability of  disappearance per unit  time



Time  evolution
Of  the density

Initial  condition

Solution

All particles annihilate.



Annihilation in an  Expanding Universe



Evolution equation
For the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
Respect  to the case
Of constant volume



Evolution equation
For the comoving
density

Solution

Diference with 
Respect  to the case
Of constant volume

Possible  convergent integral
For Finite  relic  density







The  “relic  density”  of a particle 
Is  determined  by its annihilation cross section

(several complications are  possible)

M 

Weak interaction mass scale



 the WIMP's  “miracle”

“Killing two birds
with a single stone”

“Dark Matter Particle”

New particles  
Required  by “Unifcation”
(theory beyond the SM)



 the WIMP's  “miracle”

“Killing two birds
with a single stone”

“Dark Matter Particle”

New particles  
Required  by “Unifcation”
(theory beyond the SM)

2  very diferent  problems:
Direct  observational  puzzle
Much more indirect  motivation  for “New Physics”

“DM puzzle” =
Best motivation for
“New Particle Physics” 



Supersymmetry

 Fermionic degrees
 of freedom

Bosonic  degrees
Of freedom

All “internal quantum numbers”
(charge, color,...)   must be  identical 



Standard Model  felds Super-symmetric extension

fermions

bosons
 New 
 fermions
   spin 1/2
   -ino

 New 
  bosons
   (scalar)
    spin 0
     S-

2 Higgs

1 stable  
New Particle
(R-parity conserved)

Weak 
(~100 GeV)
Mass scale ?



Three roads to the DM (WIMP) discovery



3 Roads to  test the 
WIMP    hypothesis







How  would you “see”  the 
Dark-Matter particle if it
is produced at LHC ?

 This  particle interacts WEAKLY 
 therefore (in practice always) it will 
 Traverse the detector invisibly.
 
 Detection via   4-momentum conservation 
  [“Missing  energy and 
  (transverse) momentum”]





“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter

Nucleus   A
at rest

Elastic  scattering



SUN  – rotation around the galactic  center.  



Predicted  velocity  distribution of DM particles
In the “Halo Frame”
Maxwellian  form



Numerical  
N-body simulation



  “Halo rest frame”

   Velocity   of Earth in the
   Halo  rest frame

   [Co-rotation ?]
   

Nearly exact sinusoidal function



Velocity  distribution in
 the Earth Frame

2nd june
2nd december

“WIMP frame”

2nd june

2nd december

Non 
Relativistic



Flux of Dark Matter particles here is large! :

Average Kinetic energy small



Nucleus   A
at rest

Non  relativistic  WIMP

Kinematics of Scattering

“Direct”  Search 
  for  Dark Matter



Kinematical  factor r

“Matching of the masses”



Recoil  energy distribution

“Featureless”, quasi-exponential 

2nd june
2nd december

A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV



A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV

Recoil  energy distribution
Quasi exponential distribution 

Shape of  distributions
“encodes” :

the  velocity
Distribution of the dark
Matter particles 

+

 Cross section properties

Slope of  distribution →  Mass



Nuclear 
Form
Factor

Universal
(A independent)
function 

Velocity
Distribution

Scattering RATE

Prefactor



A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV

Time  Modulation
Of the scattering Rate

Factorization !!



A = 127  (Iodium)
M

wimp
 = 50 GeV
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CROSS SECTION  for ELASTIC  SCATTERING

Relation  for  Cross sections  on diferent nuclei

DAMA :  NaI   detector

CDMS

XENON

CRESST



In principle  ALL   relevant nuclear cross sections
are given in terms  of:

The MASS  of dark matter particles 
 + 4  (really 3)   parameters    

“Spin-independent”  cross  sections
 On proton and neutron
[in practice for large nuclei  only average needed].
Nuclear cross section is:  COHERENT (A2) !

Couplings  to  spin  of protons  and neutrons.
Nuclear  cross section 
proportional to the Nucleus  Spin

Small  nuclear physics  uncertainty  “Form factors”
Very large uncertainty  on the absolute value of  



Spin  independent :  coherent  scattering  + kinematics

Strong  dependence 
on mass number A

Square of Reduced mass  
of system 
[nucleus-DM particle]



Detection
Methods

Signal:  
  Nuclear Recoils

Background: 
   Electromagnetic
   (+ neutrons)



Techniques  for  Direct  Detection. Heat/Phonons
Scintillation
Ionization

Simultaneous use
 of 2 techniques:

Recognition of
Nuclear Recoils.



Directional Response

For the Future  ...!!



The “DAMA  CONTROVERSY”
(Gran Sasso laboratory)

250 Kg   NaI  
ultra pure crystals



Dama-Libra
250 Kg NaI

No  “selection”
Of nuclear Recoil.
Large  Exposure





Amplitude Modulation
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Phase of 
Maximum
“right”:







Dama  average Counting Rate

ee  [electron equivalent]



Energy dependence of  the Modulation Amplitude





Gaussian  with  detector  resolution



Relation between Light collected by PMT   and E
recoil

E(recoil) = 11.0 *  E(electron-equivalent)

In presence of “channeling”
Scattering in certain directions

E(recoil) =  1.0 *  E(electron-equivalent)  



“Methodology”
 of  other groups:
 

Selection of Nuclear Recoils



CRESST  detector    (Gran Sasso):  Phonons + Light









CDMS













Xenon-100 (liters) results

40 Kg  of fducial mass
11.17 days of data taking      [1/1000  the DAMA exposure]
0 candidates





4 “allowed regions for DAMA”
  [Dominant Na, I] * [“channelling”]



Intense  controversy around these results
and their interpretation.  

For DAMA:  is it possible they are  detecting
a seasonal  efect in the background rate 
That by “coincidence” has the “right” features
That mimic Dark Matter ?
[Crucial test: repeat in the South hemisphere ?]

If DAMA  does see a DM signal, then
why the other detector do not see a signal ?



B.Sadoulet  Discrete 2010, dec 2010



Indirect  searches   for 
DARK MATTER



MILKY
WAY sun



Power injection  for  Dark Matter annihilation

Injection of energy because of DM annihilation



Photon emission from DM  annihilation



Angular dependence of the  Photon fux

Galactic  center



Astrophysical  information

Dark Matter 
density distribution

Velocity  distribution

[consistency requirement]

Dark  Matter in the Milky Way

Problems: “The CUSP”

“Granularity”  [“the BOOST factor”]



Numerical  Simulations of  
Structure  Formations







Signifcant
Structure in DM

“Boost factor”













The “PAMELA   
        Positron ANOMALY”   

Hint for WIMP  Dark Matter ?

New Astrophysics ?



PAMELA

detector

Launch  
15th  june 2006

The “positron excess”:
  Evidence for DM ??
  or astrophysical efect ?



Crucial  ingredient:
the MAGNET !

e-
e+



Galactic 
Cosmic Ray
Halo

Smaller CR  density
In the  LMC and SMC



Escape

Charged Particles:  magnetic confnement



SOURCE(s) + Propagation   →  Observable Cosmic Rays  

   Possible
   positron accelerators 





Antiproton result Agreement 
With standard production
mechanism





High energy: 
ratio e+/e-
grow with  E !!

Very unexpected
result  !

Solar 
Modulation
efect



From : Cirelli





Dark Matter explanation of the 
“Pamela positron excess”  in terms of  the 
“WIMP” model  is possible,  but  not in  its
 Simplest,  most natural version.
 

 [1.]  The DM annihilation does not produce antiprotons
         “Leptophilic” Dark Matter [?]
           (no  convincing dynamical explanation)

 [2.]  Include a large “Boost factor”
          to increase the rate of  the DM  annihilations.
          Very “clumpy”  dark matter.
          (very lucky in being close to a big DM clump)
           “winning the jackpot”  [?]



Dark Matter explanation of the 
“Pamela positron excess”  in terms of  the 
“WIMP” model  is possible,  but  not in  its
 simplest,  most natural version.
 

 [1.]  The DM annihilation does not produce antiprotons
         “Leptophilic” Dark Matter [?]
           (no  convincing dynamical explanation)

 [2.]  Include a large “Boost factor”
          to increase the rate of  the DM  annihilations.
          Very “clumpy”  dark matter.
          (very lucky in being close to a big clump)
           “winning the jackpot”  [?]

Is this “adding epicycles”  to the wrong theory ?

Are there other possible interpretations for this result.



Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux

E-2.70

E-3.04





Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux



Spectra of approximately form:

Completely unexpected result
Rough expectation
For the positron slope 
SOFTER than electrons

protons

electrons

positrons



Balloon  experiment  (electron + positron)   ATIC

“Shoulder” [?!!]



“Background” of
 astrophysical origin

Signal from
Dark-Matter annihilation



Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
ft of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ fux

New  component
“emerging”
at high energy ??



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux

“Excess”  [??] 
 of  electrons + positrons

....
Possible...

but certainly not necessary 



FERMI:   electron + positron  fux





PULSARS 

CRAB  Nebula



CRAB Nebula

Red Radio
Green Optical
Blue X-rays



Energy is available

Dynamics of  particle production?

Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008





Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from all  Pulsars



astro-ph/0903.2794

New mechanism in 
“standard Supernova acceleration” scenario

INJECTION of  e+e-  pairs
from accelerated  particles  at the source

Crucial  problems: 
  Normalization
  Spectrum



Detailed 
calculation

Injections of relativistic  particles 
From the interactions and showers
Of accelerated particles.



Importance of

AMS 

Mission.

Launch scheduled:
19th April 2011



IceCube  (South Pole)
1 Km3 of  ice
4800 PMT's
80  strings. Just completed 



Dark Matter detection 
with neutrino telescopes.

Accretion of  DM 
Particles in the Sun  (and Earth)



Conclusive Remarks

  The “Dark Matter problem”  is one of the deepest
  and most fundamental  questions in physics.

  The “WIMP”  (thermal  relic)  paradigm
  can be explored in depth   with a “3-roads”  approach
  [LHC/Direct/Indirect methods].

 Perhaps Nature  is more “subtle”
 “Dark Matter”  could  be something else 
  (Axions,  supermassive  particles, …)
  We should also be ready for  alternative  paradigms.

 
 In any case …  a wonderful problem .....
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